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Q & A W ith
Casey H ollway
'T he N ew K ate van H ooft'
Arj W ijegunaratne and Kate Beirne
H ow did you com e to be the Wellbeing
O fficer at M elbour ne L aw School?
M y official title is actually Graduate Services
Coordinator (Wellbeing), I started my career in
higher education working in student support at the
U niversity of M elbourne, and I have a background
in social sciences. After I finished my degree, I did
an internship with an education services provider
and started working at the U niversity of
M elbourne. I began working in the Faculty of
Sciences, covering the Biomed, Science,
Engineering and Environments departments. In
this role I was the primary student equity officer
for a few 1000 students ? it was pretty demanding
but also really very interesting as I was able to work
with students from lots of different backgrounds.
I stayed in this role for a few years and then
moved to Darwin to work as an International
Student Support Coordinator, managing student
support across the different campuses in
M elbourne, Sydney and Darwin.
I then moved to Saudi Arabia to take on a role at
a science university where I was primarily involved
in developing policies around course progression
support and student recruitment. T his university
was actually the only co-educational university in
the country, so I also had some amazing
opportunities to work with some fantastic
progressive Saudi women, who were promoting
women?s rights in the sciences.
I then took a year off and moved to Scotland
I really love to run and spend time with
doing some work at the U niversity of Edinburgh
friends. I find that having something to do
whilst also having the chance to do a lot of travel.
which is outside of work and studying is
After my year off I began to miss working in the really great for your own personal wellbeing.
wellbeing space and was really keen to work back
W hat does a regular work day look like
in wellbeing services. I moved back to Australia
for you?
and wanted to come back to the U niversity of
M elbourne. Luckily, a spot had opened up at the
M y regular work day starts with me
Law School and I jumped on it.
usually getting into uni and deciding
whether or not to buy a coffee or try and
W hat do you do for your ow n wellbeing?
save my coffee money for something else. I
I?m interested in mindfulness meditation even then have to deal with the wellbeing inbox,
though I?m not very good at it. It has great which typically fills up very quickly
benefits, so I try and do a little bit of it every day. overnight. T his usually takes up a lot of my
T he main thing I do for my own wellbeing is time as most of my days are spent dealing
exercise. I try to exercise at least four times a week, with student enquiries and following up on
although since starting the semester I haven?t matters discussed in student appointments.
necessarily been keeping up with that schedule For example, queries around course
(laughs).
planning and progression, or whether a
student should underload or not etc.
W hat t ype of exercise do you do and do you
enjoy any other activities?
H ow would you like to see the wellbeing

I llustration by third- year JD student H arley Ng

space at the law school im prove?
Well, in addition to directly helping
students with their queries, part of my role is
to also to help plan future wellbeing
strategies to improve how students manage
their stress, health and wellbeing. M y main
focus is on improving communication on
what students can do for their wellbeing. For
example, through increasing awareness of
the university?s wellbeing initiatives and
through using technology to improve
awareness of the initiatives. I?m really keen
on implementing these new processes!
H opefully, once I settle down and get to
know the wellbeing systems a bit more, I can
start getting some of these new processes in
place to help students.
W hat things should law students str ive
to do to help them selves in tim es of
stress to im prove their wellbeing?
Continued page 2
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good. It?s how you pick yourself up and learn
from those experiences which helps you
T he most important thing in my improve.
experience, is to focus on managing your
anxiety around study. I think this is one of Arj Wijegunaratne is a second-year JD student and
the most important aspects of being a the MULSS Second Year Representative
successful law student. Also, like I mentioned Kate Beirne is a second-year JD student and one of
earlier, I think it?s really important to do the MULSS?Equality Directors
things which manage stress like exercising
and meditation but also to have things which Wellbeing I nfor m ation
are separate from the law school. I think this O ffice location: Currently Level 2 of the Law
idea really applies to everything in life, Building
whether it be study or work, having activities
outside of your study gives your mind a break. Email: law-wellbeing@unimelb.edu.au

Q &A with Casey H ollway continued

I also think that it?s important to avoid the
spiral of negative thoughts when something
doesn?t go as planned. Allowing yourself to
have those little setbacks every now and again
can help you grow. Being able to accept that
you will experience setbacks or understand
that things won?t always go as planned is

Ph no: 9035 9775
Consultations - Student appointments on
M ondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Drop-in
sessions on Tuesdays and T hursdays (10
minutes).

T hree Law School Well-being Faux Pas that N eed to Stop
Gabrielle Verhagen

being silent on our failures.

T his year I have been thinking a lot about
well-being. Being part of the M U LSS
M indfulness Program has given me the
amazing opportunity to have students feel
comfortable to talk to me about how they are
feeling, the issues they are facing and what
they think about the Law School
environment. Based on these discussions, my
practice in M indfulness and my research into
well-being (yeah, I am boring like that) I have
come to the conclusion that there are three
things that radically need to be changed in
order to improve our environment for
ourselves and each other.

T his one is something that affects everyone
- it has a trickle down effect. I only noticed
this one after having a conversation with some
first years at a party. T hey were saying all the
second years they have spoken to were talking
about how they got a H 1 in this subject, a
H 2A in this subject and how many hours
they put into achieving those marks. It was
easy to tell those kids were shit scared. N ow
before you get all defensive, I am not saying
do not brag. Brag away my friends! But also
let?s be honest about the subjects and marks
we did not do so well in, let?s be able to say
?man I really struggled with that assignment,
I think I made my mistake by doing A, so try
N um ber Cr unching
and avoid that when you are writing your
T his is something that is mostly assignment?. By acknowledging that we do
self-inflicted. We let numbers rule our lives not all do so well, it will enable us all to not
(what marks we get, how much we weigh, feel like total drop kicks when we don?t get
how many hours we spend studying and how what we want, and hopefully enable open
much extra-curricular time we spend buffing discourse about failures.
up our resumes). T here is a very obvious
T his is a two limb well-being analysis
problem with this ? we let our identity
(shout out to the kids who are sick of these
become what we can brag about on a resume
freaking Trust limbs) not only do we need to
(and being frank, to each other). T his was
be honest about our marks, we need to be
something that radically changed my
honest and acknowledge how we are
self-worth in first year, going from a H 1 Arts
travelling throughout the semester. At
Student to a H 2B-H 3 Law Student. And I
someone?s birthday someone asked me the
remember feeling so angry with myself, but
usual question of how I am going. I explained
eventually I finally got to the point where I
that between work, readings, volunteering
was like really Gab? You are that mad at
etc, I have fallen substantially behind and I am
yourself over 10%?
freaking out a lot. Instantly the people around
T he point is, screw numbers. You are still me started to squirm and swept my response
fu#@ing awesome. So in case no one ever told off with the usual: ?oh don?t worry Gab you
you this, you are more intelligent than that will get there?, ?I am sure you are more ahead
mark you get, you are more beautiful than a than most people don?t be modest?. Well, no
scale tells you and you have way more talent I am still not there, and I am behind most
than can be quantified on some scale. T he people I have spoken to, just being honest.
great thing about getting to know so many We should not be uncomfortable when
people is finding out how insanely talented people feel like they are not on top of things,
you all are on the side. Some of you guys run and not being on top of things is not
your own businesses, write your own music, something we should be ashamed of. S* it gets
work for N GO s and so much more. You?re in the way, and if someone is honest about it,
kicking life?s ass, don?t let your WAM or the acknowledge it and don?t invalidate their
competitive spirits of gloaters tell you feelings. It should not be a set standard at Law
School to be on top of everything in your life.
otherwise.
Bragging about our achievem ents, but

T rying to m ake the Subjective O bjective.

So most of you have probably agreed with
me so far, and this might be where I lose you,
but please read till the end and hear me out.
We all come from different backgrounds, life
experiences and emotional thresholds (duh).
But this means that we will all have different
interpretations, emotions, solutions to
problems and will find different things funny
or offensive (yup, still with you Gab), but I
feel we all seem to forget this consistently
when discussing controversial issues (or issues
generally), and rather than having an
appropriate and intellectual conversation, we
try to impute our interpretation, solutions and
emotions on others, completely disregarding
our differences (don?t be a K anye, let me
finish). I think if we can all flashback to
everyone?s discussions about the Women?s
Space and O nline Lecture Recording sagas
(please don?t restart this after reading this
sentence, pretty please), we see some perfect
examples of people loudly invalidating the
proposed solutions of others, whilst propping
up their own as the only one which could
solve a broad range of problems.
I just wanted to highlight that there are
intellectual ways to have a conversation.
When discussing these topics remember that
everyone?s solution is based on their own
experiences, so don?t underrate someone
else?s opinion when speaking, acknowledge it
and try to communicate your own based on a
good point, N OT a personal attack. A
facebook discussion is not a d* * ks out
competition of who can make someone else
feel worse.
In mindfulness we were told that Justice
W illiam O. Douglas of the U S Supreme
Court said ?where I work, 90% of our
decisions are based on how we feel about
things. T he other 10% is used to justify our
feelings?. And this is true for most things and
most people. So let?s get in the habit of
acknowledging other people?s feelings and not
pushing ours on them, and justify what we
think without having to denigrate someone
else?s completely different understanding.
As a side note, I honestly do not think FB is
Continued page 3
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account. T here is a difference between
having a conversation and having an
an appropriate forum to discuss issues of the argument, between coming up with a
nature above, and in highly stressful times it solution and making an attack, between
easy for us to get carried away. I suggest that making a joke and making a joke at
the LSS look into the current media policy someone.
and that we have alternative ways to have
We can all catch more bees with honey. So
such discussions more proactively such as De
M inimis interviewing people for and against don?t be a Kobe. Stop hogging the ball,
and posting an article or the LSS hosting bragging about how awesome you are, how
you make the team, so much so that sport
forums for open, intelligent discussion.
writers write about how they are shocked
Sum m ing Up
that you even acknowledged other people
I am not saying the culture will be perfect, helped you when you retire. Be a Steph
and I am not saying I am not guilty of Curry who builds up your team, makes the
committing these things myself. I am not other players better, makes cute tweets about
suggesting we become a censored society. I his wife and always gives credit to his coach.
am saying that the place will just be that wee Because at the end of the day our law school
bit nicer if we took these things into would be a much better place if we saw each

W ell- being faux pas continued

other as a team, not as individual players (no
shade on Kobe, just an illustration).
Gabrielle Verhagen isa second-year JD student
If any students are facing wellbeing issues
please contact
the LSS team
at
lss-equality@lists.unimelb.edu.au or make an
appointment via SAS to see the Faculty at
https://unimelb-insight.symplicity.com
/students/index.php?s=home
M indfulness M editation is on at 1pm every
T hursday in Room 317, free hugs from me
guaranteed if needed.
Disclaimer - this is not the opinion of the
LSS or GLSA and should not be seen as
endorsements by them of any of the above
comments.

trend of defining racism as merely an
W hat I L ear ned "the modern
individual character flaw has left us without a
From a Parking L ot vocabulary to define systemic injustice..."
Luke T homas

residents of Baltimore. T hese were forgotten
suburbs,
ignored
communities with
Facebook tells me that on this day in 2014
unaffordable housing, stagnant incomes, and
I was in San Diego. I was staying there for a
underfunded public schools.
few days on a trip across the U S to visit
family. O n this particular day, I was bored
De facto segregation in metropolitan areas
and a little hungover, so I just started is the visible representation of a wider
walking. I walked through the touristy problem. T he San Diego parking lot was
Gaslamp Q uarter, past a group of dudes disproportionately full of black men.
dressed as ninja turtles for Comic-Con, and Consider this in light of the fact that while
then I somehow ended up in an abandoned the African American population makes up
parking lot full of makeshift shelters.
around 7% of the total Californian
population, black inmates make up nearly a
T here were dozens of people hiding from
third of the prison population (29%,
the sun under blankets or flattened pieces
according to 2013 CDCR data). In 2013,
cardboard, or wandering aimlessly behind
African American men in California were
their shopping carts full of recyclable plastic
incarnated at nearly nine times the rate of
bottles. It was surreal, especially since I had
the white population (4,367 black inmates
lived here as a kid and couldn?t connect
per 100,000 members of the black
these images with the America I thought I
population, as opposed to 488 per 100,000
knew. Blacked-out police vans patrolled the
for non-Latino whites). It?s clear that
area, intervening in one case when a man
something is wrong on a structural level. As
started street drinking at a gas station nearby.
the poet Yusef Komunyakaa put it, ?the cell
Seeing concentrated homelessness in your
block has replaced the auction block.?
own backyard is extremely confronting,
especially once I noticed that the wealth
But what does any of this have to do with
divide in the city was largely a racial divide.
Australia?
T he week before, a teenager named
M ichael Brown was fatally shot by a police
officer in Ferguson, M O , and I watched the
riots from a T V at a local brewery later that
night. T hey were the first of many
shootings, protests, and riots that would
happen across the U S over the next two
years, in Ferguson, Cleveland, Baltimore,
N ew York, and most recently, M ilwaukee.
T hey were responses to police violence,
failed community policing, and systemic
oppression. What these cities have in
common is a dividing line between the low
socio-economic areas and the more
privileged areas. Like San Diego, these
dividing lines were often built by decades of
race or class oppression. For example,
according to 2010 census data, M ilwaukee is
the most segregated metro area in the nation,
and any fan of T he W ire has been
introduced to the cyclical poverty and crime
that came to define how people view black

policy-making because conflating racism
with overtly racist comments does nothing
to address the systematic injustice powered
by racist sentiment, since ?[s]ociety as a
whole didn?t need reform for the sins of a
few.?

T hat?s not to say that racist discourse
doesn?t have its own role to play in
reaffirming systemic injustice. Consider the
xenophobic discourse leading up to Brexit,
and then the subsequent explosion in hate
crimes. O r consider our new senate
members. As Amy M cQ uire, M ichael Brull,
and Samah Sabawi pointed out in N ew
M atilda, what?s problematic about the
resurgence of O ne N ation isn?t the content
of their illogical, anti-factual arguments;
rather, it?s the ?imperceptible process of
redefining our values? that, throughout
history, has followed this kind of discourse.
O ne N ation may have fallen off the map for
a while, but the repressive anti-immigration
policies and brutal offshore detention regime
that followed the rise of H anson might not
have been possible without O ne N ation?s
influence in worsening our national
According to a 2012 VicH ealth survey of discourse.
755 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders,
And as our political discourse keeps
97% had experienced racism in the past 12
changing for the worse, we need to keep
months and 44% reported being treated
considering how our society is changing.
unfairly because of their race, ethnicity,
H eaping shame on racist cartoons in the
culture or religion at least once a week.
Australian or banana-wielding sports fans
R acism isn?t just verbal abuse. It?s being
over social media is a singular response to a
locked out of the real estate or job market.
singular incident. Although it?s necessary to
It?s underrepresentation in politics and
fight against these overtly racist sentiments
media and overrepresentation in prisons.
in a way that demonstrates our inclusivity
Greg H oward noted in the N YT this week and commitment to human dignity,
that the modern trend of defining racism as focusing on vilifying racist acts of individuals
merely an individual character flaw has left without having a larger conversation on
us without a vocabulary to define systemic systemic inequality excuses our own
injustice, including the policies that created culpability in letting injustice exist. In the
de facto segregation in the U S. R acist acts daily barrage of H anson and Trump quotes,
are more often associated with slurs and we need a renewed focus on ending
tweets than disparate health and education systematic injustice before our voices get lost
outcomes. T he redefinition of racism as a in the noise.
?problem of the heart? halts progress and
Luke T homasisa second-year JD student
perpetuates
substantively
unjust
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I nter national Perspectives

Liberal. O ne of these is Concordia.
A tick over 5000 people call Concordia
home. Its main claim to fame is being the
seat of Cloud County, which means we have
the courthouse, the library, a high school and
a brand-new (but leaky) jail. M ain Street?s
called ?6th Street? but it?s got the requisite
couple of restaurants, a bank, and sporting
goods store. We have a rodeo in July. T here?s
even a Super Wal-M art now. It has a grocery
section and a deli. So, yeah, we?re kind of a
big deal. Literally. It?s the biggest town for
nearly 100 kilometres in all directions. We?re
also 360 kilometres from the nearest city and
airport.

Alan JS de Rochefort- Reynolds
W ikipedia tells me that I?m not one of the
?notable people from Concordia, K ansas?.
H arsh. But probably fair. I?d also bet that I?m
far from the most interesting person ? my
money is on Boston Corbett, the
guy-who-shot-the-guy-who-shot-Abraham
-Lincoln. H e lived in a dugout cabin
(otherwise known as a hole in the ground)
outside town back in the 1880s. H e was also
a self-made eunuch. Because he was a
weirdo.
T he sting of unremarkableness is soothed
somewhat by the realisation that no one in
M elbourne, or the U S for that matter, has
really heard of Concordia or K ansas anyway.
O r at least not beyond T he W izard of Oz
and maybe In Cold Blood. But being known
for murder, sparkly red shoes and a yapping
dog is sub-optimal, so allow me to
reintroduce myself ? er ? K ansas and tell
you what growing up in a little town with a
funny name is like.

By now you?ve probably noticed that this
sounds a bit different from most accounts of
?America?. And it should. See, here?s the
thing ? as JD Vance articulates in H illbilly
Elegy, there are multiple ?Americas?; divided
not only by geography but, more
importantly, by cultural histories, access to
social capital and economics. Perhaps this is
an obvious point. But these divergences
shape how individuals view the world and
their place in it.
Full disclosure: as my terrible tattoo
attests, my love for K ansas runs more than
skin deep. And the longer I am away, the
more I find that a rural upbringing moulded
me ? from my preferred music (country) to
food (chicken-fried steak) to politics (I?ll let
you guess). T here were great perks: a small
high school means that kids can be
polymaths ? in the band, playing sports and
involved in plays and debate. We get to drive
at 14. Plus, you can buy beer at the gas
station. T here?s open space and exciting
weather: tornadoes, dust storms and
blizzards. Folks there can be unbelievably
kind and will always ask strangers ?hey, how
are ya??

But Concordia, like many rural areas, is far
from halcyon. T he detritus of rural decay is
all
around:
increasing
poverty,
unemployment and drug use coupled with
population decline. T he population has
decreased by 20% since 1990. H ouses are
boarded up and stores downtown are empty.
Childhood friends are in and out of jail,
battling meth. T he reasons for these shifts are
If you picture the U S in your mind?s eye complex and are just now beginning to be
and put a pin in the middle of the country examined. But the changes have changed us
east-west and north-south, you?ve found ? maybe for the worse.
K ansas. Smack dab in the middle of the
Increasingly there?s a perceived lack of
Great Plains. N ow guess what the main agency. I say ?perceived?because it?s not that
industry is. Farming, you say? Farming wheat locals lack the innate capacity to find and
and sunflowers? Yep, you nailed it. H onestly, excel in jobs or education elsewhere, or that
the only thing they?re missing is ?the Flat opportunities are absent. Instead, too often,
State?. Because K ansas is ? wait for it ? rural people do not a) even know these
flat. Flatter than a pancake according to opportunities exist or b) have access to social
science.
capital that would make grasping the chance
T he K ansas Tourism Department (I swear
it?s real) alternately calls K ansas ?the
Sunflower State?, ?the Wheat State? and ?the
Central State?. So, yeah, they?re probably not
the people to call if you need a rousing
company slogan. But they?re descriptive as
hell. People with a passion for the literal.

Anyway, the point is that K ansas is
overwhelmingly rural ? physically it?s the size
of N SW, but has a population less than half
of M elbourne. O ne result is plenty of tiny
towns: places like Tonganoxie, Wamego and

from either coast) and partly being buffeted
by far-off economic decisions. Wheat,
Concordia?s main industry, is tied to the
widely unstable global commodities market.
O ur one factory, Alstom, was shut down last
month by its headquarters in Copenhagen;
200 people lost their jobs. We are those
mentioned-in-passing losers of globalisation.
Since 2008, Concordia?s per capita individual
income has dropped to just over half the
national average.
T his isn?t to say that we can?t do more, you
know, accept some accountability. Too often
local problems are cast as the machinations of
nefarious outsiders doing things to us. And
heck, if we can?t control it, why even try,
right? Wrong. Turns out, not everything is
the fault of someone else (drunk driving,
anyone?) and even things that are can be
mitigated by pulling yourself up by the
bootstraps.
But it?s not as easy as it sounds. See, there?s
a social element too. A prevailing view of
rural people, particularly from the South and
Great Plains is that of dim, backwards
bumpkins. And while this view is not held by
many K ansans, it has several effects. First,
and this is less acute in M elbourne, there can
be a stigma attached with coming from
K ansas -- a presumption that you are
overly-religious, intolerant and uncultured.
It?s a fun reputation to have proceed you,
particularly when it doesn?t jive with your
self-perception. Second, it normalises
underachievement. Finally, there is the
enduring and well-utilised stereotype of
?rednecks?, ?hicks? and ?white-trash?. For
many rural people, the fact that we can still
be mocked in polite society without
opprobrium reinforces geographic/socially
-based limitations.
An unfortunate effect of these economic,
social and self-imposed factors is that it spurs
pride in insularity. For some of us this arises
subconsciously, for others overtly. But it is
manifest in many ways ? from Facebook
pages like ?F* ck You, I?m from K ansas? to
religious conservatism, to support for Donny
Trump. Frankly, I don?t think those last two
are healthy (understatement). H owever, I
would suggest that their impetus is generally
not found in some local predilection for
bigotry or inherent stupidity. R ather, they?re
a response to environmental factors that are
as ?K ansas?as wheat, tornadoes and (shudder)
Toto. And, really, is it surprising?

So, I can only tell you what coming from
one America ? rural America ? is like. T he
simple answer is that it is complicated. And,
like fellow K ansan Amelia Earhart, some of
us might get lost. But, with some luck and
effort, we can do great things ? two members
of O bama?s cabinet were from K ansas. So is
by the horns more possible or c) have the
Erin Brockovich. T hen again, so are (ugh)
funds to sustain it or d) believe they can
Jason Sudeikis, Rob R iggle and Paul R udd.
achieve.
Alan JS de Rochefort-Reynolds is a third-year JD
T his is partly the result of geography (we?re
student
a long way from major cities, 1500 miles
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